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Invasion USA: Biden and the Democrats Plan to Flood
America With Foreigners
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Politicians who know they can just steal
elections don’t have to worry about ballot-
box accountability. This is why it should be
taken very seriously when the Democrats
announce they intend to grant amnesty to
the “over 11 million” illegal aliens in our
country.

Oh, “over 11 million” certainly is accurate
here because 22 million — which is closer to
the actual figure — qualifies.

The Washington Examiner reports on the
story:

House Democrats have begun drafting
an immigration reform plan which
President-elect Joe Biden has signaled
he will sign.

Rep. Linda Sanchez has started the
process of drafting an immigration
reform bill that Democrats are
expected to submit as soon as Biden
enters the White House, according to
a Politico report this week.

The report added that “multiple
Hispanic Caucus members” have
privately said that a “large number of
Democrats would be severely
disappointed” if Biden doesn’t push for
immigration reform early in his
presidency.

Chuck Rocha, former senior adviser to
the Bernie Sanders campaign,
told Politico that Democrats are in for
a “world of hurt” if they don’t pass
immigration reform or a pathway to
citizenship.

… Biden recently signaled to NBC’s
Lester Holt that he is ready to support
such a bill and grant citizenship to the

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/house-democrats-reportedly-drafting-immigration-reform-plan-to-send-to-biden-immediately-following-inauguration
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tens of millions of illegal immigrants
currently in the U.S.

"I will send an immigration bill to the United States Senate with a pathway to citizenship for
over 11 million undocumented people in America."@JoeBiden pledges to create a pathway to
citizenship for the millions of illegal immigrants in the United States.
pic.twitter.com/1iR187XDSu

— Washington Examiner (@dcexaminer) November 25, 2020

The Examiner further mentions that Biden (read: his handlers — China Joe is going senile) will reverse
most or all of Trump’s immigration-oriented executive orders and will institute a promised 100-day
moratorium on deportations. That way, illegal-alien miscreants can have another few months to commit
rapes, thefts, and murders in the United States.

Jihad Watch proprietor Robert Spencer addresses another aspect of the Democrats’ immigrationist
agenda, writing that

any consideration of national security issues in connection with mass migration will be
dismissed as “racist” and “Islamophobic.” And what could possibly go wrong, you racist,
bigoted “Islamophobe”? Let’s see. Somali Muslim migrant Mohammad Barry in February
2016 stabbed multiple patrons at a restaurant owned by an Israeli Arab Christian; Dahir
Adan, another Somali Muslim migrant, in October 2016 stabbed mall shoppers in St. Cloud
while screaming “Allahu akbar”; and Abdul Razak Artan, yet another Somali Muslim
migrant, in November 2016 injured nine people with car and knife attacks at Ohio State
University.

It isn’t Somalis, either. All of the jihadis who murdered 130 people in Paris in November
2015 had just entered Europe as refugees. In February 2015, the Islamic State boasted it
would soon flood Europe with as many as 500,000 refugees. The Lebanese Education
Minister said in September 2015 that there were 20,000 jihadis among the refugees in
camps in his country.

Meanwhile, 80% of migrants who have come to Europe claiming to be fleeing the war in
Syria aren’t really from Syria at all. So why are they claiming to be Syrian and streaming
into Europe, and now the U.S. as well? 

To be frank, though, if yet another amnesty is declared — and Biden’s would be the mother of all
amnesties — Muslim jihadism will be the least of our problems. Understanding the reason for this lies
with grasping why Democrats push immigrationism, and it’s not because they love foreigners so much.

It’s because they love power so much: 85 to 90 percent of our post-1967 immigrants have hailed from
the Third World, and at least as many illegals do. And upon naturalization, 70 to 90 percent of them
vote Democrat.

So what the leftists love are the newcomers’ votes — and they’re importing an electoral army that can
deliver them permanent power.

One question the astute may ask is why Barack Obama and the Democrats didn’t pass amnesty when
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they controlled Congress and the presidency from 2009 to 2011. Why now? First, the Overton Window
— policies considered politically acceptable — has shifted left since then, and fresh from having stolen
an election and knowing they could replicate the theft, Democrats can go no-holds-barred.

Unaccountable politicians are dangerous politicians, and don’t expect just amnesty. Statehood for D.C.
and Puerto Rico, nationwide mail-in voting, widespread “vote harvesting,” and other measures would
further cement leftist power.

“Why, though,” some may ask, “would the Democrats need a ‘foreign army’ if, as you say, they can just
steal elections, Duke?” Well, stealing national and some Senate elections with massive fraud in a
handful of Democrat-run big cities is one thing. But note Democrats got washed away by a red wave
down-ballot because most American counties are still red.

And one way you remedy that is through demographic change; you make the entire country California.

It’s that devilish principle: If you can’t get the people to change the government, change the people.
What did you think “fundamental change” meant, anyway?
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